Do It Yourself
Case Study
Profile

Carl and Jane Howard (age 50 and 55)

Occupation

Architect and Marketing Executive

Residence

Bridgewater, NJ

Family Daughter in college

Liquid Net Worth

$1.4M

Total Net Worth $2M

Situation
Carl and Jane have been managing their investments with the help of a financial planner with whom they consult periodically. She provides guidance
and recommendations that the couple is responsible for implementing. After years of using this approach, Carl and Jane have realized that investing
can be a complex undertaking. On a few occasions, they were slow to act
on the advisor’s recommendations resulting in portfolio losses. Their rudimentary understanding of market conditions has left them uneasy about
their financial future. They have now engaged a fee-based advisor to serve
as a “quarterback” and to proactively manage their assets based on a personalized plan they developed together.
Challenge
Lacking overall financial strategy and inability to actively manage
investment risk








The GenWealth Group, Inc.
A Registered Investment Advisor
6 Inwood Place
Maplewood, NJ 07040
Phone (973) 761-0400
www.thegenwealthgroup.com

Unaware of household
expenses



Time commitment and
lack of expertise







Unclear timeline to
retirement



Estate Plan Dated



GenWealth Solution
Develop comprehensive financial plan according to the couple’s risk tolerance and
personal goals
Utilize the GenWealth Momentum Strategy to
provide investment growth with downside
protection
Actively manage portfolio and risk-adjust
according to market conditions
Research individual corporate and gov’t
bonds to build a laddered bond portfolio
Provide budget tracking tools
Advise on budget limits and managing expenses toward secure retirement
Serve as financial “quarterback” to build
overall financial strategy, manage assets,
guide investment selection and adjust according to market conditions
Deliver consistent communication with Carl
and Jane via quarterly calls and a formal annual review meetings
Develop a comprehensive retirement plan to
help determine financial targets and timing
Refer to specialized attorney for updating
documents (Will, Living Will, POA and Living Trust)

This registration does not imply a certain level of skill or training. These are hypothetical cases and are not meant to demonstrate any specific client
situation or outcome. Investments in securities markets involve risk, including loss of principal. No strategy assures success or protects against loss. Your
results will vary. Case studies presented should not be interpreted as a guarantee of future performance or success.

